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Stanley's Odd Jobs
by Walter Jacob
arly in 1886, George F. Hall, who
resided at Long Beach, Monmouth
County, New Jersey, envisioned a
new tool - one that would perform multiple
tasks with the use of a common one-inch
wide, four-fold, two-foot carpenter's rule.
After some serious thought, Hall filed his
invention with the U.S. Patent Office on
May 7, 1886 with the title: "I-square and
Gage Attachment for Rules" (see Figure 1
on page 4). An article in Iron Age magazine
of October 7, 1886 stated that it was,
"designed for use of the carpenter, cabinetmaker, coach and car builder, as well as for
other mechanics who have the occasion to
draw lines and construct angles." While
Hall's adjustable rule attachment was being
considered by the Patent Office, he contracted with the firm of Herring & Sweasy,
who were located at 70-72 Reade St., New
York, to market his invention. Whether
Herring & Sweasy were just hardware
merchants or manufacturers is not known.

George F. Hall received a patent on
this
tool (Figures 2 & 3 on page 5) on
1·
. STANLEY'S
'
January
25, 1887 (Patent No.
.iOcl.cl.=Jobs :
He stated in the patent:
[_~ONVENJfNT TOOL
~ 356,533).
"The object of my invention is to
provide an attachment for rules of that
class used by carpenters and other
workmen,·whereby a miter or angle of
forty-five degrees can be conveniently
obtained or formed: to provide means
whereby a try square is obtained, and
. which shall obviate the employment of
a separate or independent square of the
usual well-known class, and which
shall admit of the adjustment of the rule
to different lengths, and to provide the
attachment with an adjustable gage. A
further object of my present invention
is to provide an improved attachment
M ECHANIC~:,.AMATEURS I
for
rules which can be very compactly
HOUSEKEEPERS.
i
folded, so that it can be very
SOLD BY ALL IIARDWARE DEALERS./
conveniently and readily carried by the
workman in his pocket or packed for
storage, and which shall furthermore be simple and durable
in construction, thoroughly effective, and reliable for the
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February 7 - CRAFTS Meeting

High Bridge, NJ, Masonic Lodge

Veneering
Program by Frank Pollano (see page 2)

~ program starts at I p.m. ~
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Speaker's Profile - Frank Pollano

Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society
of New Jersey
President .. .. . .. .. .. .... . JOE HAUCK, Lebanon
Vice President . . . . . . . . . . . GREG WELSH, Califon
Secretary . . . . . . . . DON WALLACE, Collingswood
Treasurer ....... ... JACK WHELAN, Murray Hill
1be pwpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage
interest in early trades and industries, and in the
identification, study, preservation and exhibition oft~ls
and implements used and made in New Jersey as an
integral part of our heritage.

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares
the above interests. Annual dues per person or couple
are fifteen dollars for the membership year of July l
through June 30. Membership fees may be sent to the
Treasurer. Jolm Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray Hill,
NJ 07974 (write check payable to Crafts of New Jersey).
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go
north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at the
High Bridge exit Tum right and go about half a mile to
Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the Masonic
Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the parking lot
begin at 12 P.M.; meeting starts at l P.M.

The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of
New Jersey. Managing Editor: Hank Allen, 524
Harristown Rd, Glen Rock, NJ 07452. Production
editor: Stuart Shippey, 25 1 Hillside Ave., Chatham, NJ
07928-1732. Articles, especially about early tools and
trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the Managing
Editor. Please send legible hand-written or typed text, or
a PC disk with Word Perfect®, MS-Word® or ascii file,
FAX: 973 701-2050 or e-mail: stushippey@prodigy.net
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CRAFTS Calendar of Events
Jan. 31, 1999 - Too/Shed (April) free ad deadline
Feb. 7, 1999 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
April 11, 1999 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
April 17, I 999 - CRAFTS auction, Flemington, N.J.
June 6, 1999 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
Sept. 12, 1999 - CRAFTS picnic
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Pollano Custom Furniture is most famous, perhaps, for the
extraordinary reception desk that was crafted for the New York
office of Jim Henson Productions. It featured muppet inlays and
over I 00 species of veneer. The business was started in 1988
and has grown to 12 people. A worldwide search for Macassar
ebony veneer led to the formation ofFlamingo Specialty Veneer
Company in 1995. Now, customers can find fine exotic veneers;
veneering supplies; and technical support with cuttting, matching
inlaying, gluing, etc. at 356 Glenwood Avenue, East Orange, NJ
07017. Forinfo973-672-7600.
Frank's article, "Veneer Matching: From Small Sheets,
Great Patterns," appeared in the March/April 199 5 issue of Fine
Woodworldng. He has a video on veneering in production with
a February 1999 expected release date. Check Frank's website
www.flamingoveneer.com for photos of the muppet desk and
other fine work, an inventory of veneers and supplies available,
Frank's articles, and much more.
Frank teaches workshops and lectures on veneering. We're
fortunate to have him as our guest speaker on February 7th .

TOOL SHED Retrospective 1998
The February issue is when we thank the authors who
contributed to your enjoyment and enlightenment in 1998. They
are: Bud Brown, David Crocco, David Englund, Alex Farnham,
Cliff Fales, Bob Fridlington, Joe Hauck, Dick Hepner, Mickey
Holmes, Len Howard, Herb Kean, Paul Kebabian, Mary Alice
Kingsbury, Bill McDougall, Bob Nelson, Ken Rower, Steve
Scruggs, Roger Smith, John Wells, Greg Welsh, Karl West, and
Jack Whelan. And, thanks to Charlie Flynn for his photographs.
Please take the time to thank them when you see them.

Auction Notes
CRAFTS 1999 auction will be held on April 17 at the Elks
Club on Route 31 in Flemington, just north of the Flemington
traffic circle. The February meeting is the deadline for
consignors to deliver their tools. But, Steve is asking for earlier
delivery to him if at all possible. And, remember that early
delivery of tools will permit them to be included in auction
flyers.
If you can help with setup on Friday night or with the
auction on Saturday, call Greg Welsh at 908-439-3266. You
can receive a list of items in the auction a week or two before the
auction. Just send $2,no SASE, and your name and address to
Steve Zluky, Box 243, Whitehouse, NJ 08888. I've seen several
of the high-end tools already consigned, and I can tip you not to
make any other plans for April 17 -you 'II be sorry!
Hank Allen

PRES ID EN~r'S
CORNER
Exciting things are happening at CRAFfS. We have
some super consignments for the April auction and we have
hit the "Net" with a website.
Early consignments include: an 18th century crown
molder with a six inch iron, signed C.BRIGGS; a toted
ivory-tipped boxwood plow; four I.NICHOLSON planes
including a hollow and round pair and two moulders; a toted
rosewood three-arm plow by MOCK.RIDGE & FRANCIS;
and a TIDEY double beveling plane. Wow!! Don't miss this
sale.
Dave Wolverton answered my call for a webmaster. By
the time you read this he will have our website up, running,
and linked to other tool collecting sites. The URL is:
http://members.aol.com/craftsofnj
It provides information about CRAFfS, a schedule of
events, items from the Tool Shed, how to join, and much
more. The site will also have pages devoted to our auction
including descriptions and photos of selected high-end tools.
Thanks Dave.
In connection with featuring selected auction
consignments on the website, the CRAFfS board has
decided to provide a mail bidding service on these tools at no
cost to buyers. A consignor will have the option of having
a tool featured on our website provided the expected
minimum bid exceeds $2,000. Consigners will pay higher
commissions for this service: 10% up to $5,000 and 8% for
lots over $5,000. No buyer's premium, of course.
Descriptions of tools on the website will be reviewed
and approved by knowledgeable CRAFfS members, and
then guaranteed as to accuracy by the consignor. The
website will include detailed rules for mail bidding. We
believe that our mail bidding will enable consignors to
receive fair market value for tools that merit national
attention, and offer buyers the protection of descriptions with
guaranteed accuracy.
Please be advised that the ELKS will charge $20 per
dealer for selling outside the auction hall (CRAFf S does not
receive anything from this).
For those who want a list of auction lots before the sale,
send $2 (no SASE) to Steve Zluky Box 243 Whitehouse NJ,
08888 . Finally Greg Welsh our auction manager is still
looking for more quality lots.
Welcome to new members: Philip Benanti, Milford, CT;
Joseph Ribinsky, Medford; Robert G. Simpson, Milford;
Roger V. Smith, Wilmington, DE; Garret Vliet, Rocky Hill.

Meet Yo111' Dealel".c
The Brown Auction
The purpose of this column is NOT to evaluate dealers,
but simply to present useful & interesting information
about tool sources..
The Brown Auction started by Al Bates and Bud
Brown in 1985 has grown under the stewardship of Bud,
then Mickey Holmes, and now Clarence Blanchard. This
annual auction is the foremost in this country, and one of
the major international events. The October 23-24, 1998
session reached a new peak of interest.
The session started Friday morning with something
new, a series of seminars. Tom Lamond started off with a
talk on spokeshaves, Don Rosebrook covered levels,
Walter Jacob spoke on Stanley tools, and Mark Hughes
shared his enthusiasm for Vermont tools. These foremost
experts in their fields are always well worth listening to.
The afternoon brought a festival of tool sales, with
many of the major tool dealers displaying their prize
offerings. Concurrently, the auction lots were available for
inspection. With the nwnber of attendees anxious to see
this outstanding collection, it proved necessary to restrict
the nwnber permitted in the viewing area. This made it
much easier to examine the tools in comfort, and the short
wait to get into the area was no hardship, especially with
88 dealers showing 114 tables full of tools to see.
Few tool events have provided the opportunity to see
and (for the brave) to bid on so many of the rarest tools.
There were six lots that were hammered at over five
thousand dollars, and another 51 brought over one
thousand. The total of$321,865 set a new record for sales.
The star of the sale was the Falconer plow, one of only
three known. It sold for $22,500. Don Rich had nurtured
a love for this tool without ever seeing one. A rare stroke
ofluck gave him the opportunity to acquire what appears
to be the earliest example. His untimely death put an end
to his research on the tool.
The next highest price ($11,500) bought a Tidey
double beveling plane with a mahogany main stock (the
only known example in this wood). The "rack," a
Pennsylvania Dutch device for cutting both inside and
outside threads, handsomely decorated with carvings, sold
for $8000. A Lee's patent stop chamfer plane went for
$6200. A beautiful ebony plow with ivory nuts and
washers, a work of art by D.P.Sanborn, brought $5600,
and a Sandusky rosewood center wheel plow was
hammered at $5100.
Lest you think that only the deepest pockets may
attend a Brown Auction, there were many fine choices for
more modest cost. While the average price per lot was
$422, more than halfofthe lots sold for less than $175,
and 266 of the 761 lots went for $100 or less.
All of us who attended look forward eagerly to the
1999 event on October 22-23 at the same location. This
year's event will be hard to top, but only a rash prophet
will say that Clarence can't do it!
Jack Whelan

Joe
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Stanley's Odd Jobs

tffo 11:oUel.)

G. F. HALL .
T· SQUARE AND OAOE ATTACHMENT FOR RULES.

by Walter Jacob

No. 356,533.

(continued from page 1)

Fe'lj'J:

Patented Jan. 25, 1887.

.ny..1.

The functions of this tool, as described in Iron Age
were: "With the tool applied to a common rule the
mechanic secures a try square from¼ inch to 12 inches; a
miter gauge, right and left hand, with either long or short
tongue; a·mortise gauge, accurate, and quickly applicable
for laying out work; a scribe or marking gauge; a depth
gauge, convenient and valuable for squaring mortises and
tenons; a pencil marking gauge used to advantage for
putting on locks and butts, and unequalled for doing short
work about doors and windows. The tool is also provided
with a threaded hole near the back of the space into which
the rule slips and which receives a point that is furnished
with the tool and which serves as a center for striking
circles. With this center put in place, and a pencil placed
in the sliding holder, circles can be described varying from
7 to 14 inches in diameter. This affords a tool in character
equivalent to trammels, in addition to the other uses
already enumerated."

.F,~..-;J.
·2
G

?
~nucutot

kF~
:ti-,J 7,. iJ cltt,•r11uJJ

George Hall, in late 1887 or early 1888 moved to
Newark, New Jersey. As of this writing it is not known
whether Herring & Sweasy were marketing this tool or
whether the Stanley Rule & Level Co. had taken over.

~
Figure 1. George F. Hall's Jan. 25 1887 patent.

In any event, Justus A Traut and George F. Hall
redesigned the tool and filed for a joint patent on April 26,
1888. On September 18, 1888 patent No. 389,647 was
granted to both inventors and was assigned to the Stanley
Rule & Level Co. of New Britain, Connecticut (see Figure
4). Stanley marketed this tool as Stanley's Odd Jobs No.
1. It was ten tools in one: try square, miter square, Tsquare, marking gauge, mortise gauge, depth gauge, spirit
level and plumb, scratch awl, beam compass, and an inside
square for marking boxes and frames. Stanley manufactured the Odd Jobs until 1936, when production ceased
after 50 years. This unique and interesting tool has eight
variations which are described on the next two pages.

[Ed: There is no relationship between these eight types and
the three types in John Walter's book Antique and
Collectible Stanley Tools.]

(l'fo Model.)

G. F. HALL & J. A. TRAUT.
ATTA.OSMENT FOR OA&PENrEBB' RULES.

No. 389,W,,

Patented Sept. 18, 1888.

,,::~,. '

,..
:·•.•
d'

'

''
'

i

c"

~- l - - - -

e

,.' ___ _________________
___ ,;,
;

\

Authors note: Since 1996 the Odd Jobs is being
reproduced by the Simpson Machine Tool Co. of
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.

Figure 4. G.F.Hall & J.A.Traut patent - Sept.18, 1888
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Figure 2. First model
Odd Jobs (1866) with
Stanley No. 60 boxwood rule.

Figure 3.
Reverse side
of first Odd Jobs

TYPE 1 May 1886 to mid-1887. See figures 2 and 3.
Patented by George F. Hall, Long Branch, Monmouth
County, New Jersey, on January 25, 1887. Nickel
plated with no design cast into body and no level.
Scriber holds pencil and has no ruler. Frame has
"PAT AP'D FOR" stamped on its reverse side and is
identical to the patent drawing. Made to fit onto a
four-fold, one inch wide carpenter's rule.

TYPE 2 Mid-1887. See illustration on page 1.

Figure 5. Type 5 Odd Jobs.

rear left side of the face. Level vial has green paper
underneath and no lines etched on vial. All screws are
now flat and topped with screwdriver slot.

TYPE 4 1896 through 1898. See figure 6.
Frame is the ~ame as Type 3 except the reverse side of
frame has an "S" casting mark at top of pitch and
"PAT. SEPT. 18, '88" is lightly cast in groove under
12" maple ruler. Ruler has vertical numbering and the
scriber is held in the rule by a knurled, slotted captan
screw threaded into scribe part and the head is notched
into the rule. See figure 7.

Frame is redesigned with a level and a 45 degree miter
on top. Face side has a stippled decoration with the
words "STANLEY" and "ODD JOBS" cast in raised
letters and "PAT. JAN. 25, '87" cast close to the
bottom of the frame. Scriber and pencil holder are
mounted on the right side of face, and the rule retainer
screw is on the left side. Made to fit onto a four-fold,
one inch wide carpenter's rule. All screws have crown
tops with no slots.

TYPE 3 Mid-1887 through 1895. See figure 5.
Nickel-plated frame same as Type 2, but cast in raised
letters above the level is "No. 1 STANLEY" "ODD
JOBS" and "PAT. JAN. 25, '87'' is now centered
below the level. Scriber holder is redesigned on the
Figure 6. Type 4 Odd Jobs.

Figure 7. Detail of
scriber attachment.
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Figure 11. Marking on Type 7 Odd Jobs ruler.

TYPE 7 1903 through 1920.
Same as Type 6 except the "B" casting mark is
eliminated on reverse side. Trace marks show where
the "B" mark had been. The level vial is now etched
with one line in center. The patent date that was on the
face side below the level is eliminated. The 12 inch
maple ruler is stamped "STANLEYI NEW BRITAIN/
CONN, U.S.A." as shown in Figure 11.
Figure 8. Type 5 Odd Jobs (front). Figure 9. (reverse).

TYPE 5 1899(part). See figure 8.
Nickel-plated frame is redesigned with the raised
letters "STANLEY/No.1/ODDJOBS" cast above the
level, and "PAT'D JAN. 25, '87/SEPT. 18, '88" cast
below the level. The scriber is now shorter and has a
point for scribing and a screwdriver instead of a pencil
holder. All screws are flat tops with slots. The reverse
side has center of rule slot stippled. See figure 9. The
level has green color under vial. After 1896 the Odd
Jobs was supplied with a 12" maple ruler with scribe
point and no name on ruler.

TYPE 8 1921 through 1935. See Figure 12.
Same as Type 7 except that the 12 inch maple ruler is
marked with a "sweet heart" trademark. See Figure 13.

TYPE 6 1899(part) through 1902. See Figure 10.
Same as Type 5 except all screws are 7116th of an inch
in diameter and have no slots. The level does not have
the green under the vial, and there is a "B" casting
mark on reverse upper frame under scriber point.
Same 12 inch maple ruler with scribe point.

Figure 12. Type 8 Odd Jobs

Figure 10. Type 6 Odd Jobs.
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Figure 13. Marking on Type 8 Odd Jobs ruler.

David Letterman has his top ten list. So do the Crane
auctions. Browsing through my 3 7 catalogs, I've made an
attempt to identify the top ten tools that Richard has sold.
An
F. Nicholson crown molder heads the list at $10,000.
Back in April of 1984 Yankee Magazine carried a
The Sandusky # 141, mentioned above, is counted twice,
story titled "They're Buying Everything from Scorps to
once
at $8,000 and once at $5,500. Five Miller's patent
Witchets." The story by Edie Clark was about the New
plow
planes came in between $8,000 and $6,000. At the
Hampshire "antique tool extravaganzas" presided over by
end
of
the list, tied at $5,000, are an early Bailey
Richard Crane and Jack Bittner.
experimental plane patented in 1855 and a lot of four
Ms. Clark described Richard Crane as, "a portly
Rodier planes that had never left the Rodier family. Prices
gentleman who favors red suspenders and Perry Comofor the next ten highest tools ranged from
style cardigans and who has never found a
$4,400 to $3,300, and, not surprisingly,
good reason to replace his missing front
most
of them were also either wooden or
teeth. He is brimming with country humor
metal
planes.
and wisdom, which some observers claim is
As
we go to press, negotiations with
a cultivated guise for his shrewd business
the prospective new owners of Your
acumen and others claim is as genuine as I
Country Auctioneer are in their final stages,
the gold on the teeth that he does have."
but
not final enough that Richard can tell us
She didn't mention his derby hat, but that is
who they are. It has been announced that
as much his trademark as are his
Richard and Lee will bow out after the
suspenders.
April
1999 auction, which will not be a
Richard had started auctioning tools in
catalog
auction, but an expanded listed
Hillsboro in 1973. Soon to be well known
auction. After that, most of the old crew,
as "Your Country Auctioneer," Richard
including
Richard and Lee, will be around
would auction anything in sight including
for
some
time in roles that have not yet
sheep and cattle. In March of 1980 he
been firmly established. But Richard
joining forces with Lee Murray, a wellpromises not to leave the tool world
known collector and EAIA Past President,
completely.
and they launched their first catalog auction
Richard Crane - 1998
Most of you have probably been to at
in Nashua. In 1981 the catalog auctions
least one or two of the Nashua auctions. I started shortly
expanded to twice a year, usually April and September.
th
after the Yankee Magazine article and have been to 22 of
Last September's catalog auction was the 37 , and, sadly,
the
3 7 catalog auctions, and many more of the listed
their last. Over this time Your Country Auctioneer set
auctions. Right from the beginning Rachel and Richard
four world records. In the late 1970s, Richard claimed a
Crane, and Pat and Lee Murray became good friends, and
record price for a manufactured metal plane at one of his
I
wish them all the very best in their retirement from the
listed sales, but he can't recall the plane or the price. In
tool
business.
Tool collectors owe them a lot for
April of 1984 the catalog auction grossed $95,780, a world
maintaining this tool marketplace over the past 26 years,
record for a one-day tool auction; a Chelor crown molder
and for bringing us together for many good times.
was the highlight, bringing $2,500. The following March
Hank Allen
a Sandusky# 141 boxwood center-wheel plow plane with
six ivory tips brought $8,000, a world record for a single
tool. (Interestingly, the same plane brought only $5,500
RESTORING ANTIQUE TOOLS
on resale in September of 1989.) Finally, producing 37
by Herbert P. Kean
catalogs is a current world record. But, David Stanley will
$17.95 + $3.50 s&h, 122 p., 5½" x 8½" softcover
be sending us Catalog #33 soon, so Richard's record
could fall in 200 I.
Here's the book that unlocks the secrets that
We don't have the total gross for Richard's 37 catalog
professional restorers have used for years. It
auctions (and I'm not about to add up all of my prices
clearly explains, and illustrates, all levels of
realized sheets), but my guess is that the total is right
restoration techniques, giving options for the
around $3 million. Not bad for a retired farmer turned
degree of cleaning and repairing. It makes
auctioneer! And don't forget that there were six to eight
restoring profitable and fun.
listed tool auctions in most of those years, so Richard may
ASTRAGAL PRESS
have sold over 100,000 lots of tools in his auctioning
P.O. Box 239, Mendham, NJ 07945
career.
973-543-3045 FAX 973-543-3044

Crane and Murray to Retire in April
Your Country Auctioneer to Have New Owners

I
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BOOK REVIEW by Hank Allen
Restoring Antique Tools by Herbert P. Kean.
1998, 122 pages softcover, Sparkler Press, $17.95 + $3.50
shipping. Available from Astragal Press, P.O. Box 239,
Mendham, NJ 07945-0239.
ome time before I started
collecting, I attended a seminar on
restoring antique tools given by
Herb Kean and Max Richardson at a '
woodworking show. I still refer to the
notes I took, and I still have all their
handouts about places to visit, books and
catalogs to acquire, tool organizations to
join, places to buy antique tools, and a
Mohawk catalog of refinishing supplies.
That's also where I first heard about
CRAFTS. After the seminar I bought an
English sash filletster from Max - my
first old tool. Several years went by
before I ran into Herb again at a
CRAFTS meeting. Since then he has
been my mentor on the Tool Shed, helped
me with my own restoring, and restored
a number of my tools whose problems
were beyond my capabilities. I have
watched him restoring tools in his shop, at his popular annual
Mercer Museum demonstrations, and at a CRAFTS meeting.
Herb's demonstrations always attract a lot of attention.
Before and after them people crowd around his bench to write
down the name on every jar, can, and
tube. Charlie Flynn took the four photos
in this review at some of Herb's
demonstrations.
Now a bit about Herb's approach to
restoring tools. Time is valuable to him
and he doesn't waste it. If he pays $10
for a tool to sell at $20, he won't spend
more than 10 minutes to make it more
presentable. Thus, he doesn't have time
to work in stages as most of us do, like
waiting for remover to work or stain to
dry. So he uses a wire wheel and
materials such as alcohol-based, analine
stains and French polish which, for
example, on an inexpensive wooden
plane permit him to completely restore it
in just a few minutes without
interruption. Herb also has different
strokes for different folks, ranging from
researched conservation on a rare or
expensive tool, to eye-catching luster on

S
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a tool headed for a decorator. Finally, Herb is as comfortable
working with metals as he is with woods.
Not much has been written on the restoration of collectible
antique tools. (There are books dealing with the reconditioning
of user tools.) Restoring Antique Tools covers the cleaning,
refinishing, and repair of antique tools in a comprehensive
manner. It can be your guide to hands-on
restoration, or it can simply expand your
knowledge about antique tools.
If
you've never done any restoration, it
might encourage you to try. Initially, you
may want to try just cleaning and
refinishing a few tools, and not even
think about attempting repairs. Or, even
if you have the basic skills and instincts
to do repairs, you may not want to
attempt some of the repairs that Herb
covers. Maybe you are comfortable with
wood, but not metal. Whatever your
preferences you will value this book and
have a greater appreciation of the skills
required to do high-quality restoration.
Don't expect the book to deal specifically
with every restoration problem in your
collection, but the tips and techniques in
it may help you find a solution. I hope
there will be another book someday, for
this book taps but a fraction of what
Herb knows about restoring.
Whether or not to restore a tool, and how much restoration
to do will never have one answer. It depends on the tool, its
condition, and the owner's feelings on the subject. Herb's
approach to restoring is that "Antique
tools should be in the same condition
today as they were a hundred or more
years ago in the hands of a prideful
worker." If you agree with that, there are
still options. For examples, do you fill
age cracks in wood and how much shine
do you put on brass? Herb's goal in this
book is to present solutions that will be
most acceptable to most collectors, but
he's not dogmatic and options are
covered.
Following the introduction, the book
covers tools in the same sequence used in
Herb's book A Price Guide to Antique
Tools
(expanded Second Edition,
Astragal Press, 1998). Cleaning and
refinishing of wood; brass, bronze, and
gunmetal; iron and steel; and ivory are
covered in the book's final section rather
than in the sections on individual tools.

So if you choose you can go directly
to the tools of most interest to you, and
then to the final section on cleaning and
refinishing.
This
approach
to t
organiz.ation makes sense to me, but may ,
cause some to find the treatment of
different tools to be uneven.
For
example, there's not a lot to say about
wrenches if you exclude cleaning and
refinishing. On the other hand there are
34 pages on wooden planes, and those
collectors will be as happy as pigs in
mud.
The book does not cover the
techniques of woodworking or metalworking, assuming that you will have the
basic skills necessary to accomplish any
repairs that you are willing to attempt.
Mention wire wheels and you have
collectors choosing sides. Herb makes
extensive use of wire wheels and buffing
wheels, as will be obvious to you reading
his book. Actually, he has eight wheels in his shop ready for
any need. He brings a fine brass wire wheel to his
demonstrations, and actually runs it against his palm. If that's
safe for your hand, the wheel is certainly not going to harm
your tools. (But don't try this with a steel wire wheel.)
For many years I have cleaned iron with the electrolytic
process, followed by scrubbing with brass brushes and preserving with Renaissance wax. I never considered using a wire
wheel, having seen examples of the damage that had been
inflicted by them. But watching Herb has converted me, and a
wire wheel has become a real asset in
cleaning my iron. I can assure you that a
fine wire wheel used with a light touch
will do a wonderful job and can save you
a lot of time. Don't press the work direct- .
ly into the wheel, rather work off the
edges of your wheel. Keep a firm grip on
your work, keep the work moving about
the wheel, and wear a full-face shield.
I bought a $60 Delta grinder with a
fine wire wheel on the left and two
buffing wheels together on the right. It's
the best investment I ever made. I still
use the electrolytic cleaning on seriously
rusted iron. Following derusting and
scrubbing the iron with brass brushes, I
use my wire wheel to burnish on a nice
patina and then finish with Renaissance I
wax. I use a small wire wheel on a
Dremel tool to work in places that a 6"
wheel won't reach. I have Herb's seal of

approval on this two-step process,
although it's too time consuming for him
to use in his own work. So, if you do a
lot ofrestoring and have avoided using a
wire wheel, give it a try. You'll be glad
you did. And, after you've cleaned some
brass with a buffing wheel, you'll wonder
why you ever used anything else.
What can you learn from this book
other than how to clean and refinish your
tools? Here are a few examples:
• How to make a pad for a primitive
wooden brace
• How to wind wire on the handle of
a crooked knife
• How to Japan metal surfaces
• How to replace level vials
• How to make a broad axe handle
• How to straighten a warped plow
plane arm
• How to repair a broken tip on a
plane handle
Not every restorer is willing to share secrets, and don't
expect that Herb has divulged all of his. In one place he
advises us to look in our box of spare parts for a replacement
metal thumbscrew. When I pressed him on the likelihood of
finding one that fits, he admitted that when he can't he makes
one by heating new thumbscrews with a propane torch and
hammer forging them to look the part, and then retaps the
threads. A secret revealed! If you're planning to do much
restoration you should start to acquire spare parts as
opportunities arise. Herb mentions he buys old levels and
planes to get vials and irons, or hopeless
tools to get rosewood or yellow birch.
But the world is wiser now. I can't tell
you how many times I've been outbid at
auctions on junkers that I've wanted for
spare parts.
I've asked knowledgeable people to
write about restoring for the Tool Shed.
No one wanted to give secrets away!
You will find cleaning and refinishing
tips in our literature. The problem is that
you don't know the tastes of the person
offering the advice or the quality of the
tools he practices on. You have no idea
whether you can trust advice from people
you don't know. But here in Restoring
Antique Tools you are offered the
experiences of a reputable restorer who
has done work on every type of tool, and
on some high-end,well-known tools. It's
advice you can trust.
THE TOOL SHED- FEBRUARY 1999
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The Blacksmith's Two-stage Bellows
by lWcolm Dick
ost people are familiar with the ordinary bellows that
whatever speed provides the heat required.
we use to help start a fire in the fireplace or outdoor
The result is not a truly steady air flow, but at least the
grill. It has two paddle-shaped pieces of wood
intermittent characteristic of the single-stage bellows had been
joined by a flexible material, usually leather. The lower paddle
eliminated. The Museum of Early Trades and Crafts in
has a simple flap valve, which is nothing more than a hole in
Madison has a New Jersey made example of a six-foot, twothe lower paddle covered with a piece of leather tacked down
stage bellows made by A Bonnell. With funds from The 1772
along one side. The flap valve opens to allow air to enter the
Foundation, Herb Kean has recently restored this bellows for
bellows when the paddles are pulled apart, and is kept closed
the Museum. Thanks to Herb for the two sketches below.
by air pressure when the paddles are brought together to force
air out the nozzle. The result is an intermittent stream of air to
Ed: Thanks to Malcolm for this article. He is Director
the fire that is quite satisfactory for the purposes mentioned.
of and a Volunteer at the Museum of Early Trades and
A blacksmith needs a much steadier flow of air to be able
Crafts. Some time ago we had an article on the
to control the heat of his fire. The solution to his problem,
Museum. Since it has undergone significant
before the invention of the centrifugal blower that provides a
restoration, we'll try to have an update in 1999.
smooth flow of air, was the two-stage bellows. Its mechanism
consists of three heart-shaped
paddles joined by leather to
form two chambers. Each
chamber has a flap valve for
UPPER '?ADDLE
UPPER FLAP VALVE
controlling air flow, and the
upper chamber has a nozzle for
AIR
air to exit.
In operation, the middle
paddle is fixed in position, the
LOWER CHAM8E.R
CENTE.R P,e..t>oLE
upper paddle is free to move up
or down, and the lower paddle
LOWER PADDLE
is raised or lowered by means
LC>'wi:R FL,t..P VALVE:.
of a rope or chain controlled by
the smith. To start, the lower
paddle is lowered which brings
air through the lower flap valve
into the lower chamber. See
.SKETCH :tt-1
sketch# 1. Then with the lower
(CR05S SECT\ON)
chamber full of air, raising the
lower paddle closes the lower
flap valve and forces air into
the upper chamber through the
upper flap valve. See sketch
#2. The weight of the upper
paddle descending creates
pressure that keeps the upper
flap valve closed and forces air
out the nozzle. In effect, the
upper chamber acts as a
reservoir of air which feeds the
nozzle while the lower chamber
SKETCH ~2.
is being refilled with more air.
(CROSS SEcnoN)
The lower paddle is operated
down and up by the smith at

M
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If You Can t Beat 'em, Join 'em
(But watch out.)
For over 25 years Doris and I have been stopping at
antique shops and flea markets en route to wherever we
were going. As we did a lot of commuting to New England
to see our kids we became very familiar with the shops
there - not only the ones on the main thoroughfares but the
"backwoods" shops as well.
Now, things are different. I don't have to tell you that
finding good tools, or even lousy ones, is tough these days.
There were times recently when we came home from a two
or three-day trip with so little to show for it that it was
embarrassing. I rationalized that tool hunting was not the
main purpose of the trip, but that didn't help much.
What really drove me up a tree was that Doris was able
to come up with a super piece now and then. Most of the
time when we stopped at a shop she didn't bother to go in,
and it would turn out that I had wasted my time going in.
But when she did get out of the car to go into a shop, I
would make a beeline to get in ahead of her because I
suspected that there would be a treasure in there
somewhere. But this didn't work. The Tool Gods were
with her. If she went in, she almost always found
something. Not always a real treasure, but a monotonybreaker if nothing else. And, it was usually something that
I didn't see in my mad rush to upstage her. The frustration
of these episodes finally convinced me that, "If you can't
beat 'em,join 'em."
So, for the past few years I have been following behind
her like a goose and her gosling at every shop she decided
to stop at. It has not been at all good for my ego. I have
always believed that she has extrasensory perception. How
else could she have known whether I won or lost at the
Friday night poker games? So, with this as my reasoning,
I accepted the situation. If any tool she finds stays in the
family, what loss is there? My pride would have to take a
back seat. This has worked out "semi-good" over the last
few years, but recently things changed a little. No, not a
little, a lot! Here's the tale that she has been proudly telling
her friends:
We were on our way to see our daughter, and decided
to take the long way there across Vermont. We were on
one of those backwoods roads. The scenery was pretty and

the traffic was light. But I was getting stiff from driving
and was looking for a pit stop of one kind or another hopefully an antique shop. Luck was with me as one
loomed up in the distance, and I pulled over. I looked over
to see if Doris was going to get out, because I just felt there
was something good about this shop. She was out of the
car and on her way in without any hesitation. Boy, did I
have mixed emotions. I wanted to find something, but at
that point the "pickins" had been so slim that it didn't
matter to me who found it.
I saw a rack of tools and went straight for them. Doris
was wandering around in the wrong section of the shop.
Wow, the Tool Gods were going to give me one for a
change. But no such luck, I didn't find anything. However,
I saw her coming over with a common-looking molding
plane in her hand. Well at least she didn't do any better
than I did.
Then a funny thing happened. Doris announced that
she had bought the plane! (Her idea of buying is taking the
piece and letting me pay for it.) But she had never bought
any tool without first checking with the "head honcho". I
started my usual lecture, which was interrupted by her
proclaiming, "I don't care if it cost too much. I want it
because it has our name on it, even if it isn't spelled right."
Dead silence from the head honcho. Was it an owner's
name or was it the rare "IN·KEEN" stamp? Talk about
mixed emotions. "Let me see it," I choked out.
"No, you're not getting this one," was the shocking
response.
What was happening here? Was this a full-fledged
rebellion, or just a casual independent stand? I'm not
going to divulge what I had to promise to get a glimpse of
the plane. But it was a truly great piece with a very rare
18th century five-star stamp!
Eighteenth century planes are not really my bag, so I
convinced her to let me restore it and sell it. It felt good
that I was able to have some say in the matter. But all my
good feelings disappeared when I sold HER plane and
asked for my cut for restoring it.
"That's your job," she replied, almost puzzled by the
request.
"Well how about all the money I put up to pay for it?"
"You always pay for the tools. Why is this one
different?"
My good nature had "hoisted me on my own petard".
Her logic was incomprehensible! I couldn't believe this
was happening to me. But let me end this story by telling
you that it did.
Some time has passed since that fateful moment, and I
can say that I'm over the trauma - or am I?
Herb Kean
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WILLY TELLUS WHATS1T---------------• FROM HERB KEAN
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Notice
Historic Cold Spring Village in Cape May, New Jersey has scheduled "Tools, Tractors, Trucks, and Engines" for June 19-20. This
event replaces last year's event "Tools Through Time• which was
not well supported by tool coRectors or dealers. They are still calling
for tool collectors to demonstrate crafts and/or display tools on this
weekend. Dealers and tailgaters will be encouraged. For information or to participate, call Clare Juechter at 609-898-2300 ext 12.

CAST IRON
OVERALL LENGTH 42"
WEIGHT 7 LBS

No. 39

CRAFTS members only may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that is
primarily related to the exchange of tools or information. Each line
over 5 is $1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave., Chatham
NJ 07928-1732, FAX 973 701-2050, or email:
stushippey@prodigy.net. Ads accepted if space permitting basis.

Winter. Auction Schedule
Jan. 23: Day's Inn Conference Center, York, Pennsylvania. Barry
Hurchalla's auction followed by M-WTCA Area P meeting on Jan. 24.
Call Barry 610-323-0333.
Feb. 6, March 6: N·. Kingstown, Rhode Island. Bill Spicer's tool
auctions managed by Bud and Vera Steere. Call Vera for information
orto get on Bill's mailing list 401-884-5049. Send $2 for a list to 110
Glenwood Drive, N. Kingstown, RI 02852.
Feb. 18-19: East Dennis, Massachusetts. Robert C. Eldred & Co.
antique tool auction (preview 181\ preview & auction 19th ). For info.
call Dennis Cowan 508-385-3116.
Feb. 20: Nashua, New Hampshire. Your Country Auctioneer's Cabin
Fever Antique Tool Auction. Call Lee Murray for information 603456-3705.

For Sale
Nice selection of EARLY and RARE TOOLS. Many wood planes and
tots of early iron. Send $1 for list #126 to: Cliff Yaun, 51 Nissen Lane,
West Hurley, NY 12491 or call 914-679-9206.
1998 STANLEY TOOLS POCKET GUIDE. Updated with several
hundred price adjustments to reflect recent market activity $10 + $2
pstg. Available from John Walter, 208 Front St., Marietta, OH 45750
or call (740) 373-9973.
Manufactured and Patented Spokeshaves & Similar Tools:
Identification of the Artifacts and Profiles of the Makers and
Patentees. $75+$5 s&h. Order direct or request brochure. Tom
Lamond, 30 Kelsy Pl. Lynbrook, NY 11563-1516.

A1 Level Repair. Bob Skogman, HC 69 Box 149 EE, Isle, MN 56342

Feb. 28, June 6: Fine Tool Journal absentee auctions. Call Clarence
Blanchard for information or subscription 207-688-4962.
March 5-6: Ramada Inn-Airport, Indianapolis, Indiana. Tom Witte's
Spring Tool Show and Auction. Call Tom 616-668-4161 for a
catalog or information.
March 6: Boyertown, Pennsylvania. Barry Hurchalla's regular
monthly auction. Call Barry 610-323-0333 for information or to get on
his mailing list.
March 13-14: Damascus Volunteer Fire Dept. Activities Building,
Damascus, Maryland. PATINA's annual Spring Dealer Sale (13th )
and auction (14 th ). Tailgating encouraged. For dealer sale info call
John Williams after 7PM weekdays 301-439-8812. For auction info
call Jim Hill 301-854-3170
March 27: England. David Stanley's 33rd International Catalog
Auction. Call Mechanicks Workbench for a catalog 508-748-1680.
April 17: CRAFTS annual tool auction, Elk's Club on Route 31

Flemington, New Jersey. Call Greg Welsh 908-439-3266 or Steve
Zluky 908-534-2710 for information. Send $2 (no SASE) for auction
list to Steve Zluky, Box 243, Whitehouse, NJ 08888.
April 23-24: Holiday Inn, Nashua, New Hampshire, Your Country

Auctioneer's Antique Tool Auction (no catalog) and Dealer Show.
Call Lee Murray for information 603-456-3705.
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DRAWKNIFE names, logos, etc. for fixed or folding handle types,
rare or common. Manuf. or blacksmith marked. Good start from last
request..keep 'em coming. Drawing or opportunity to see helps. (For
a mini-directory... w/credits) Tom Lamond, 30 Kelsey Pl., Lynbrook,
NY 11563-1516.
BOXWOOD and IVORY FOLDING RULERS of an types and makers.
Pis send description and price. John Hathaway, 18 Hopp Ground
Lane, Bedford NY 10506. Tel 914-234-6529 or email
hathaway@bestweb.net
H.K. PORTER BOLT CUTTERS 30" or 36" size, vintage early 1900's
with cast steel handles. P. S. & W. TIN SMITH STOVE, E.C.
STEARNS steel, notchback BAR CLAMPS. All to be in excellent
condition. Call Al Conrad 973-625-8508, Rockaway, NJ.

Union Hill Antique Tools
~

~

}f

Bringing antique tools into the 21st century!
• Antique, collectible, and ornamental tools
for sale on the world-wide web at:
'
}! •.
http://www.tooltimer.com/
J f.t;/, ·. • I'll adve~ise your tool business,_ collection,
l '··" -~
•
or want 11st on the web by creating a web
~site for you. Reasonable rates • simple 2
page sites (up to 4 pies) are $25 setup and
425-.868-1532
$30/yr. Chanaes are $20/oaae each.
Satisfaction guaranteed!
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4521 243rd Ave. NE. Redmond. WA 98053

